[Electrophysiological methods for diagnosis of entrapment syndromes of peripheral nerves].
Summary. Apart from clinical findings, the diagnosis of compression syndromes of peripheral nerves is based on electrophysiological investigations. This includes the determination of nerve conduction velocities, distal motor latency and electromyography, which gives a qualitative indication of the condition of nerves and their related muscles. In the 1980s, new methods were developed for quantifying the diagnoses of nerve lesions and their recovery. Due to the development of new software, we can now carry out these investigations with commercial equipment. The macro-EMG and the motor-unit-estimation give information about the size and number of activated motor units of muscles. One needs a special needle which derives single-fibre- and macro-potentials for recording of the macro-EMG. The single-fibre-potential is used for triggering. The motor-unit-estimation represents a non-invasive method to determine the approximate number of motor units. Multiple point stimulation of the nerve is used to determine action potentials which are registered by surface electrodes. Afterwards, the medians of amplitudes and areas of motor unit action potential are defined and must be divided by the corresponding value of maximal compound muscle action potential for estimating motor units. In this way, the extent of nerve damage can be determined exactly. Additionally, a post-operative follow-up is possible. Furthermore, these methods give information about regeneration processes after nerve damage and their recovery after reconstruction and transplantation. From our point of view, these methods should be included in investigation routinely.